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Look all in this dippy?fuck some
Up in the bentley truck, rolling a blunt, stunting
The train is right there is a g
At the net game for free
Sweats on, rolext for me
I like the sex cause, give em jaw suggestions
Drunk in the penthouse with draws on excelent
Listening to comadoors, blue magic hole in a new
clapper
I shot the masseuse who tappin em
Whole lot of character, check out the big man
Jury game hard, checkin in diss land
I got the seeds with me, plead with me
Don?t wanna catch no bodies, don?t diss me
Believe me
Up in the ritz high as hell, 
Kicks cost 27 hunneds, them sheets came with bells
I?m more flash than the president
So either your favorite rapper, 
He could wear the suit while I black up
At last, meet the greatest, his click canadiands
Fuck around yo and keep debating
Money bags we rock certified word from the murder
guys
Who don?t fuck around but burglarize
Tax rackets and sales shout out thankfully
I got a fish tank that spank you stank for me
Hunned floors up the doors and it ain?t no key
Put your finger on the angle and bling to me
Yeah relay hand concerts, holding it down
Yeah that?s wound in the flesh, he a monster

How can I, love somebody else
If I can?t know myself enough to know
When it?s time, time to let go
Say, all I really want, is be happy
To find a love that?s mine
It would be so sweet
All I really want, is be happy
To find a love that?s mine
It would be so sweet
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I gots for a sign, promised me lord above
I know the answer as if I love me
But when you think you?re in love
You only see what you wanna see
And all I see is me for you
And you for me
Oh I cannot hide the way I feel inside
I don?t know why but everyday I wanna fly
If I give you one more try
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